MANIFESTO

I, Gaurav Sharma (150020043), if elected as a Mess Secretary will perform the following duties

KEY INITIATIVES

- Will introduce a hot and cold water dispenser in the mess
- Will introduce a juicer in the mess for evening drinks
- Will introduce the concept of zero wastage weekends to control the amount of food wasted

GENERAL DUTIES

- Ensuring the quality of milk using lactometers
- Imposing penalties on hostel and canteens for violation of rules given in their respective contracts
- Making sure that pest control is done monthly in mess and canteen
- Coordinating with the mess manager in making the mess menu and holding referendum
- Providing refreshment during various hostel activities for eg. PAF, GCs, 7up, gyrations, SPL, SCL etc.
- Increase the transparency regarding the food wastage by publicizing the amount of food wasted every day
- Providing biscuits during tiffin
- Ensure that the quality and brands of products used are in the accordance to the contract
- Ensure that mess-committee meeting is conducted at least once a semester
- Get complaint register and complaint box checked regularly
- Ensuring the hygiene and cleanliness of the kitchen as well as the dining area
- Coordinating with the council in organising a gala dinner and a tea party every semester
- Ensuring that liquid hand wash and clean towels are available in the sink area
- Creating awareness among the hostel students regarding the various violations

DUTIES AS A COUNCIL MEMBER

- Actively coordinate with council in organization of events like PAF, gyrations, MDGC etc.
- Coordinate with other council members in regards to work related to multiple departments
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